
THE EFFECTS OF THE TELEVISION ON A PERSON

The rich array of pejoratives for television (for example, and so forth) indicate a disdain held by many people for this
medium.

Only when young people can choose TV programs wisely and watch them moderately, can they benefit much
from TV viewing. The mouth grows slack and the lips hang open; the eyes take on a hypnotized or doped
look; the nose runs rather more than usual; the backbone turns to water and the fingers slowly and
methodically pick the designs out of brocade furniture. We can raise children who have been taught to discern
and to make personal righteous decisions. Not only does the TV seem to be a good alternative to conversations
and interactions amongst one another, but it also helps to create a gap between the fictional world of TV and
reality. When young people spend too much time watching TV, they may get some problems with their health.
A article in Scientific American suggested that compulsive television watching, television addiction , was no
different from any other addiction , a finding backed up by reports of withdrawal symptoms among families
forced by circumstance to cease watching. The Media Awareness Network [3] explains in its article "The
Good Things about Television" [4] that television can be a very powerful and effective learning tool for
children if used wisely. On the other hand, many young people like to watch TV after they finish dinner, and
they also like to eat some snacks when they are watching TV. Researchers traveled throughout many countries
and found that in some cases watching TV has been healthy but in others it caused controversy Journalist
Susan Faludi suggested, "The practices and programming of network television in the s were an attempt to get
back to those earlier stereotypes of women. Research conducted by Kathleen Ryan and Deborah Macey
support this theory by providing evidence collected from ethnographic surveys of television viewers along
with critical observational analysis of characters and structure of America's most popular television shows.
Sometimes, they refuse to do anything else but watch TV all day. Homer Simpson , Ray Barone. Political
parties buy TV time to present their views and bring ideas to the audience. Members of the Church need to
influence more than we are influenced. Commercials encourage kids to consume unhealthy foods and drinks.
They complain that, because of the popularity and considerable viewership of CSI and its spin-offs, juries
today expect to be 'dazzled", and will acquit criminals of charges unless presented with impressive physical
evidence, even when motive, testimony, and lack of alibi are presented by the prosecution. Let us join with
them, brothers and sisters, to persuade TV script writers, executives, and sponsors to use their talents and
resources to help build a better and safer world. Here are some more ways in which TV can have a positive
influence on kids. So kids watching TV shows based on superheroes may start believing that violence is not
bad. Applying his scientific skills, he brought to the world this marvelous invention, which I believe is to be
used for the primary purpose of furthering the work of the Lord. It affects not only their schoolwork, but also
their personal behaviors and health.


